Safe l Milling

ERP software for food production

About
Safe
Computing
Safe Computing is a long
established leading supplier
of software solutions to
businesses internationally.
Although our solutions are
widely deployed in many
different business sectors we
specialise in some key vertical
markets including the milling
sector. The technology we
offer is completely modular
and can be integrated to any
number of third party
solutions. We have a passion
for the core markets we
operate in and pride ourselves
on the excellent and close
customer relationships we
have developed.
Safe Computing with a
collective team of over 150
professionals in our six
offices has over 200
installations and enviable
customer retention. An almost
non-existent staff turnover
ensures continuity that has
led to a stable, profitable
business, every year since
inception. As a privately
owned and self-funded
business, we have a
commitment to growth whilst
maintaining a healthy working
environment and providing
genuine value for money for
our expanding and loyal
client base.

Top ten recipes for success
Fully integrated end-to-end business system delivering clear and accurate
real-time information across the entire business, establishing consistent
processes based on good manufacturing practice from wheat to flour with no
data re-entry required, supported by class-leading Safe Financials and Credit
Control delivering improved cost per tonne management of both raw material
and finished product.
Task driven powerful, scalable and flexible real-time warehouse management
system that helps boost operator productivity, reduce costs, shorten order
fulfillment times and increase customer-satisfaction by increasing picking
rates and reducing errors.
Management of shelf-life throughout the solution taking into consideration raw
materials, intermediate items and finished goods.
Seamless integration with weighbridge and production control systems from
industry leaders such as Buhler, Avery or Precia-Molen ensures control of all
vehicles and stock arriving and leaving site, allowing for control over Proof of
Delivery, Collections, Returns, Split loads and also management and billing of
your pallets held by customers.
Mill specific Laboratory Information Management solution including capture
of wheat and flour analysis, such as moisture, wheat type, specific gravity,
screening and also supporting the calculation of any claims due for
non-conformance to contract.
Wheat purchase contract management handles complexity of pricing calculations
for both UK and imported wheat including self-billing and haulage costs.
Lot controlled traceability backbone to track product from finished goods back to
specific wheat intake or vice versa.
Control of bulk and bagged goods throughout the system including both sales
and purchase ordering processes whether via EDI, telesales, entered manually,
interfaced from third party system or via on-line ordering system, and if required
management of conversion from bulk to bag via packing job or vice versa via
“rip and tip”.
Management of wheatfeed contracts dealing with all product format options
including raw bulk, pellets or packed bags.
Distribution Management System (DMS) - recording and analysing journey
and fleet costs.
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